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Il faut être toujours ivre. Tout
est là: c'est l'unique question.
Baudelaire, *Petits poèmes en prose.*

At this occasion¹ I turn to Hebrew Scripture to find out what it has to
say about fermented beverages, in real or imagined life. I will occasionally
call upon Ugaritic documents to buttress my points. Because the setting for
the oral presentations does not allow for full developments of issues, I have
decided to load my information into two vehicles:

1. an overview of how the vine and its products are recalled in Scripture;
numbered entries in the paper refer to:
   
2. a table that collects the Hebrew vocabulary that gives us the relevant
information.

I readily admit that the topic deserves a new monographic treatment.

I want to make three preliminary remarks: the first is to recall that the
Hebrews deemed their Scripture to be encyclopedic only about God and his
relationship with Israel; thus, they felt no compulsion to explain how to
ferment or use beverages. We sorely miss, therefore, not having a Hebrew
Columella or Virgil to guide our reconstruction². The second comment is
that Hebrew Scripture seems concerned with only one leading alcoholic
beverage, that is “wine”³. Beer, a staple in Mesopotamian and Egyptian

¹. This paper is a lightly rewritten version of the talk presented at the Rome symposium.
To reduce dependence on the enormous secondary literature, I refer readers to the
bibliographies assembled in the following works: BOROWSKI 1987; DOMMERSHAUSEN 1989,
614-15; BENZINGER 1950, 383 (older references). All translations that are not mine are either
taken from, or based on, the Jewish Publication Society’s TANAKH: The Holy Scriptures. New
York, 1988. The acronym NJPS refers to this translation.

². THEOPHRASTUS *Historia Plantarum; De Causis Plantarum*, Arthur HORT, trans. (1916);
COLUMELLA, *De re rustica libri XII*; CATO the Elder, *De Agricultura*, Ernest BREHAUT, trans.
1933; VIRGIL, *Georgics*, Cecil Day LEWIS, trans. 1947. Detailed bibliography on these texts
and further discussion are in the recent papers (1988) of WHITE and of BROTHERWELL.

³. Cant 8:2 refers to * athletics rimmoni*, “pomegranate must”. The allusion may be erotic and
not at all evidence for the availability of pomegranate wine.
cultures, finds mention only if we identify it with the word šēkār. Although some excellent authorities do suggest such a connection, I think they may be influenced too much by Akkadian šīkaru. However, Akkadian terminology for beverages is not always etymologically reminiscent of its West Semitic equivalent. In Hebrew, yayin/šēkār are paired as formulas (šēkāryayin in Prov 31:6), and the cereals and hops normal in beer production are never associated with šēkār in the same way that grapes are linked to yayin. I am not claiming that Israel went beer-less for much of its history; I am just suggesting that beer did not attract the literary mind as much as wine and that, if anything, šēkār should be deemed a generic term for “intoxicants” that might well have included beer. Greece, too, knew beer; but its writers mention it sparingly and then only to condemn it as deservedly barbarian.

Here is the third point: Israel, as did its neighbors, probably manufactured brandy, liqueurs and cordials by perfuming, flavoring, or sweetening its wines; and such products may too have fallen under the term šēkār; but until the Hellenistic period there is no direct evidence that it distilled them to raise their alcoholic content. The only method our documents know about raising the alcoholic level is to augment the sugar content of grapes by drying them in the sun before they are processed for fermentation. It is possible that the same result was obtained by boiling mashed pulp; in either case, however, the wine of Hebrew carousers was relatively mild alcoholically; and to fully earn the condemnations of Hebrew prophets and moralists, revellers must drink hard and long.

4. For example, karaŋmu and šešbum sound nothing like yayin and hālāh. Note also that the verb šēkār is construed with yayin, that šēkār is mentioned with grapes and its byproducts in nazirite restrictions (Numb 6:13-4), and that when a vow terminates, only wine is mentioned as a permissible drink (1. 20): “[The nazirite] shall abstain from wine and any other intoxicant; he shall not drink vinegar of wine or of any other intoxicant, neither shall he drink anything in which grapes have been steeped, nor eat grapes fresh or dried. Throughout his term as nazirite, he may not eat anything that is obtained from the grapevine, even seed or skin” (NPS). In talmudic time sykhos was brewed out of barley, saffron and salt.

5. It is worth noting that when Ugaritic and Alalakh texts refer to Sumerian kaš [ = Akkad. šīkaru] (AHw, 1232-33), they do not necessarily refer to beer: «La vigne est la “culture spéciale” la plus importante d’Ugarit. Elle est toujours désigné par l’idéogramme G1S. GESTIN(NA) ... La lecture de KAŠ (transcrit ici šēkār) pose un problème plus compliqué. À la division fondamentale des cultures en terres (arables), vignes, oliveraies, correspond la division des récoltes essentielles: ÊE (grain), KAŠ (vin), IA.GIS (huile d’olive) ... Il semble donc que, quand ces scribes écrivaient KAŠ, ils entendait, non une boisson fermentée quelconque, mais du vin, c’est à dire: oug. yayin ... » (NOUGAYROL, 1955, 221).

6. In Meteorology, (116a) ARISTOTLE says that «Sea-water can be rendered potable by distillation: wine and other liquids can be submitted to the same process. After they have been converted into humid vapors they return to liquids». [Quoted from the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th ed., 25, 694.] I follow dictionary definitions for brandy («an alcoholic liquor distilled from wine or fermented fruit juice [as of peaches]»), cordial («infusion of alcohol and sugar in fruit juices») and liqueur («macerating various aromatic substances into fermented liquids»).
Viticulture

Beyond these mild reservations about our documentation, what we gather about viticulture and wine-making from Scripture is indeed impressive. Isaiah’s parabolic “Song of the Vineyard” (chapter 5) is a good text from which to begin our survey, for it yields a lapidary description of the vine—gepen—its planting and training. The emphasis is on the total devotion that viticulture required of its laborers: clearing the land from weeds and stones and digging the ditches in which to place the plant (Isa 5:2). Shoots had to be pruned and trained either to run the ground without rotting or to rise on trellises. As in the Greco-roman worlds, olive and fig trees were commonly made to support the vine, and this explains why frequently Scripture links these three plants within the same passage.

It takes about four to five years to meaningfully harvest the vine’s fruit, normally called (šēnāḇ), and this practical detail clarifies why viticulture inspired metaphors for stability or for disorder. So burdensome was the enslavement of farmers to the culture of vines, in fact, that Deuteronomistic laws prevented the drafting of men who had yet to enjoy the first fruit of their vineyards (Deut 20:6).

The harvesting and treading of grape clusters to extract their juices are also tracked in imaginative literature: but we may not have the vocabulary for the full range of technical steps associated with the production of wine (see Table 1). The juice from grapes is recalled only through the metaphor “blood” as in “blood of grapes” (Deut 32:14). Indeed to drink non-fermented juice was probably possible only briefly, in season, just as grapes were being tread, because fermentation occurred quickly in Israel’s warm climate. The color that wine takes comes mostly from the skin of grapes crushed into the pulp and although Israel probably knew white or pinkish grapes, poets compared the wine they knew only with objects that are of dark hue: (royal) garment or purplish eyes in Gen 49:11-12, human blood in Isa 63:1-6.

7. gepen is applied to any vine; thus in 2 Kgs a “wild vine” (g šāḏeh) produces paqqaʿaʿ šāḏeh, “wild gourd’”. In Scripture, however, gepen almost always refers to “grape vine”. Although a number of qualifiers are attached to gepen, we cannot easily tell whether the qualifier is discriminating among distinct stocks of grapes. See Table 1.
8. Ex 22:5; Ps 80:14; Jer 12:10; Cant 2:15.
10. “Is there a man who has planted a vineyard and not yet enjoyed its fruit? Let him go home lest he die in battle and another enjoy its fruit”. This is followed by an exhortation to enjoy one’s bride before setting forth to battle. But note also the curse in Deut 28:30, “Plant a vineyard, you will not gather its first fruits”.
11. In Ugaritic texts dim ʿsm stands parallel to w.r. Similarly, it is possible that olive oil is called dim ʿaz, but the context is difficult. ʿaz dim occurs in another difficult passage. For references, see Whitaker 1972, 184.
We know two terms that are applied to “must” or “new wine”: ṣēḥē and tīrōš. The poets of Israel, however, regularly paired these terms with yāyin, “wine”, thus hardly setting up any difference in how the three affected the drinker. For “wine”, however, Scripture has half a dozen poetic words, among which are sōbe’, sēkār, or just plain sīqqāy, “drink”. Additionally, another half dozen expressions refer to distinct categories of wine or attach a place name to it (Table 1, section D); but we cannot easily judge whether the wines of Lebanon or Helbon were actually imported from there or whether the terminology is referring to a stock that once came from foreign locales. It is only in relatively late texts that we read of Jews refusing to drink wine produced among the gentiles (Dan 1:8,16).

**In Social and Religious Contexts**

In prose texts when we read of drinking water, the relevant passages normally deal with humble requests of strangers or suppliants (Deut 23:5; Judg 4:19, 5:25; 1 Kgs 18:4,13; 2 Kgs 6:22). Otherwise, wine is the beverage supplied to wives (Hos 2:7), offered to palace servants (Dan 10:3), and commonly served with meals.12 We are told that, when travelling, Hebrews invariably took wine along13. This last detail may be due to the literary nature of Scripture; but it may also reflect the fact that water stored in skins or jars is easily tainted, thus turning unpleasant to the palate. Recognizing that wine was the common beverage in ancient Israel makes us doubt that priestly symbolism controlled Melchizedek of Salem’s offer of bread and wine to Abram (Gen 14:18); for it would have been uncivilized in that area of antiquity to present any other beverage—beer, water or milk.14 Conversely, when we read in 1 Sam 25:11 that Nabal refuses to share with David his workers’ food, meats and water, the narrator is underscoring Nabal’s avarice; we should therefore not emend “water” (mēmay) to “wine” on the authority of the Septuagint.

---

12. Thus in Prov 9:1-6 we are told that when Wisdom prepares for guests, she cooks the meat (verb: ṭāḥah) and mixes her wine (verb: māsq). Notice how pessish are the Hebrews when they complain to Moses at Kadesh. “Why did you make us leave Egypt to bring us to this wretched place, a place with no grain or figs or vines or pomegranates? There is even water to drink!” (Numb 20:5).

13. This is how Ziba justifies the supplies his master Mephibosheth send David: “The asses are for Your Majesty’s family to ride on, the bread and figs [summer fruit] are for the attendants to eat, and the wine is to be drunk by who are exhausted in the wilderness (2 Sam 16:1-2).”

14. On use of milk in antiquity, see the paper of C. Grottanelli in this volume. The most celebrated context in which milk is offered as beverage (that is: not to be processed as cheese, ghee or butter) is in Judg 4:17-22. As noted by Grottanelli, Jael takes on the role of mother (note the conspicuous reference to her as “wife of Heber the Kenite” in v 17). She soothes Sisera, brings him into her tent, places a cover over him, and gives him milk when he asks for water. The poetic version of this narrative (Judg 5:24-30) exploits brilliantly the motherly pos-
Scripture often links grape and wine with worship and cultic activities. An eschatological passage in Isaiah says (62:8-9):

The Lord has sworn by His right hand,
By His mighty arm:
Nevermore will I give your new grain
To your enemy for food,
Nor shall foreigners drink the new wine
For which you have labored.
But those who harvest it shall eat it
And give praise to the Lord;
And those who gather it shall drink it
In My sacred courts. (NJPS)

This passage implies that a religious festival followed the production of young wine. If so, it may be recording the continuity of a Canaanite practice that in a city such as Ugarit was timed for “the month of early wine”. It may also be presaging the “Feast of Young Wine” (ם"ד הירֶש) recorded in Qumran’s Temple Scroll (no. 19.11-21.10)15. Scripture also tells us that the vine’s first fruits are reserved for God (e.g., Deut 18:4) and that the choicest תִּרְוַש is handed over to the priests (Num 18:12). We read of libating wine (verb: נָסַק) at diverse religious occasions; but also of God preventing such offers when his folk displeased him (Hos 9:4)16. Moses is particularly good at deriding libation to false gods (Deut 32:31-38)17. Wine is one product Deuteronomy allows an individual to consume at a festive sacrificial meal when purchased by his own tithe money (Deut 14:22-26). Amos, however, has a wonderfully sharp description of what occurs when misbegotten wine is drunk as sacrament in the temple (Amos 2:8)18.

The Blood of Grapes
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We also know that priests are forbidden to partake of fermented drink when in proximity of God (Lev 10:9; Ezek 44:21) and that this interdict is extended to those who take a nazirite vow. Nazirites, however, are even required to avoid grapes lest fermentation be occurring even in the fruit, fresh or dried (Numb 6). Abstention from imbibing wine becomes a major characteristic of Rechabites, a clan of Jeremiah's time that lived far removed from town and temple (Jer 35). These Rechabites are not, as is commonly held, survivors from a nomadic period of Israel – there is no reason to believe that nomads shrank from wine – but are harbingers of the austere and abstemious communities that will sprout commonly in the Hellenistic period.

In Wisdom Literature

When we turn to Israel's wisdom literature for information on wine production or consumption, we get what we expect from the genre: contrary yet entirely predictable sentiments. Wine, which according to Judg 9:13, «gladdens gods and men» could, according to Prov 20:1, also «mock». Moreover, the Proverb passage, adds, «liquor can lead to trouble; for anyone who gets muddled by drink won't act wisely» 20. Such contradictory positions may, in fact, be fitted in the selfsame harangue, as when a queen tells her son, «Wine makes abusers of kings, but it soothes the pain of the wretched» (Prov 31:1-9). What is perhaps unexpected is that this literature of moralists and of manners codifiers should also contain some of the most delightfully-crafted descriptions of dipsomania in Scripture. I quote but a pale imitation of the Hebrew of Prov 23:29-35:

Who yells “Oy!”?
Who shouts “Woe!”?
Who gets in trouble?
Who has complaints?
Who gets bruised for nothing?
Who gets black eyes?

19. In Amos 2:12 there seems to be a pairing of nāzîr and nābî, «But you have made the Nazirite drink wine, and told the prophets, “don’t prophecy!”» Amos is here lamenting a perversion of a regular practice – where soothsayers imbibe wine to promote divination – that is now known at Mari, see Durand 1982. Note also Micah’s brilliant parody of prophecy induced by wine (2:11): «If a person were to go uttering / Windy, baseless falsehoods, / “I will prophesy about wine and liquor” / He would be the prophet you deserve! / ḫīʾî jē’lā mālaw yēʾēm sēkîr». In the last verse, there may be a pun on the H of nāʾēp, “prophecy smoothly” against [cf Amos 7:16; cf Ezek 21:2,7; cf Micah 2:6] and “to drip”, elsewhere said of mountains dripping ṣād. On drunken prophets, see n. 59, below.

20. lēs hayyāyim hōmeh sēkîr wēkol-tōgeh hō lōʾ yēʾēm, “Drink to the very dregs delivereth the drunkard”.

People staying up over wine!
Those parleying over spiced wine!

Don’t ogle wine,
When it glitter red,
When it gives sparkle to cups,
And smoothly slides down (the throat).
Ultimately,
Wine bites like a snake;
It stings like a viper.
Your eyes will see distortions;
Your mind will mumble gibberish.
You will feel as if on a ship,
As if atop a mast, [and think:]
“I get clobbered, but I don’t feel it;
I get trounced, but I don’t know it.
Once I rise up,
I’ll look for [wine] some more”.

In Narratives

A story in Numbers 13 (vs 17-25) tells us that when Israel sent spies to reconnoiter in Canaan, it was the season for the first ripe grape (wehayyānīm yemē bikkārē ‘anāḇīm). Appropriately enough, the spies brought back from Wadi Èshkol (“Cluster Gulley”) just one cluster of grapes; but it proved too heavy for one man to carry it. This essentially “tall tale” means to exaggerate both the promise and the difficulties awaiting the Hebrews as they reentered the Promised Land: it is, however, not unusual for narratives where wine and drinking are featured. I divide such narratives into diverse categories and give one example from each.

There are many occasions where wine is listed among products and objects given out as gifts (e.g. 1 Sam 16) and its mention is anecdotal or relatively without apparent consequence. Thus, to deceive Joshua into thinking them distant travellers, Gibeonites carry empty and cracked wineskins (Josh 9). After partaking from her husband’s sacrifice Hannah, who had abstained from wine, prays so earnestly to her God that Eli the priest thinks her a drunkard (1 Sam 1). Hebrew storytellers also draw on a motif familiar to the ancient world when they stage carefree banquets in which violent deaths occur. This is what happened to the rapist Amnon (2 Sam 13:28-30), to King Elah, son of Baasa of Israel (1 Kgs 16:9), and to Holofernes when hoping to bed Judith (Jud 13:12).

Alternatively, a person may experience a major change in fortune when under the influence of wine, sometimes to the good, as is the case of Boaz when Ruth asks him to protect her and Naomi. The same may be said about Ahasuerus, although the immediate consequence is dethronement of his consort, Vashti. Most often, however, the results are less than promising.
Thus, Belshazzar's doom is foretold as he sips wine, *nota bene*, from vessels sacred to the Hebrew god (Dan 5). Haman meets death as he innocently joins the king at Esther's banquet (Est 7)22.

For Hebrew narrators, intoxication can serve as the instrument by which to reveal the character of individuals. Thus when we meet Samson, he is either at banquets out-drinking the Philistines or near vineyards flexing his muscles23. That Samson loses his sight, but also rediscovers God, when with Delilah of Nahal Ṣoreq – that is, “Choice Vines Gulch” – is a delicious touch in a narrative about a man meant to be a nazirite from his mother's womb.

A scene may turn droll when it includes wine drinking. In 1 Sam 25 we are told about wealthy Nabal who, to quote verse 25, «... is as his name: named “boor”, he *is one*,»24, Nabal is crass enough to deny his workers wine; but he himself meets his end after a drunken bout. The man who takes over Nabal's wife, David, is featured in another episode with farcical potential. David sleeps with Bathsheba when she is most likely to conceive, and when she does get pregnant, he schemes frantically for her husband to sleep with her. David plies Uriah with wine; yet even when drunk Uriah would not disobey military code. The comedy turns to an abrupt end when David finds it necessary to arrange the murder of possibly his most loyal mercenary.

Traditions about drunkenness can be used to play with potential archetypes. Noah, to whom viticulture is attributed, drinks enough wine to lose his inhibition and he sleeps uncovered. Ham observes him and reports the scene to his brothers. Shem and Yaphet, however, by marching backward to salvage their father's honor, drop a garment over his nakedness (Gen 9:1-29). In another story from the book of Genesis (19:30-35), Lot's wife dies as Sodom and Gomorrah are being destroyed. Lot takes his two daughters into a cave where wine dulls him into fathering his own grandchildren.

Historians of Hebrew traditions and scholars of comparative literature have raised many issues about these two incidents; but for our purposes, it must suffice to point out that both of these narratives use intoxication as a vehicle by which to conveniently redraft earlier portraiture of major characters and by which to justify sharply reversing the attitudes otherwise conventional to Scripture. In the case of the Noah's discomfiture, children come to be solicitous of a father's welfare; in the case of Lot's drunkenness, daughters become anxious about a father's progeny. Moreover, because both of these incidents develop from inebriation, an impermanent condition, the narratives are curiously lacking interest in how these incidents affect the characters involved; so much so, that with the end of these episodes, both Noah and Lot disappear from our reading. However, because episodes with

---

23. Near Timnah's vineyards, Samson kills a lion's cub (Judg 14:5).
24. NJPS's rendering with italics added.
privately consumed wine (that is to say, not during a banquet) are not that common to literature, and because tales of inebriation are not normally without profound consequences, readers are incited toward other modes of analyses — Freudian in one, Jungian in the other — in order to penetrate deeper the many levels of such protean dramas.

Figurative Language

The life cycle of the vine and the metamorphosis of its fruit inspired Israel’s poets and especially its prophets to invent ornate symbolism and powerful metaphors. In some cases, poets elect to highlight the many joys that come when divine providence rewards hard labor with a rich harvest: under this circumstance, grapes are succulent and wine is plentiful. Most often, however, prophets focus on the dreadful fate awaiting those who have squandered God’s favor: failed crops and souring wines are their expected reward. Not uncommonly, these opposite visions are juxtaposed: in one direction to bully and warn; in the other to soothe and placate. I want to outline some of these images in a few paragraphs, concentrating on vineyards, banquets, and the drinking cup.

In Hebrew erotic imagery a beloved is a vine, her breasts are clusters of dripping nectar, her kisses are sweeter that wine (Cant 1:2; 7:7-14, etc). The prophets readily turn to the vineyard and to wine when forging paradigms for the constantly fracturing relationship between God and Israel. Isaiah gives us the most elaborately crafted version of this construct in his parable of chapter 5; but it also blossoms either as a full tableau or as fragments in other prophetic books as well: in Hosea (10:1), Jeremiah (2:21; 5:10; 6:9; 12:10) and in Ezekiel (15:1-8; 17:3-10; 19:10-14). The arguments that the prophets figuratively develop can be laid out in three parts:

25. I have refrained from making connections to motifs and themes in the literature of neighboring lands. But, if the two tales of drunkenness regarding Noah and Lot are treated beyond their historiographic merits — that is beyond explaining how they contributed to the Hebrews’ sense of their own past — it can be seen that they share some of the features common to the komos section of Greek comedies, where drinking inaugurates sexual release, yet eventually leads to the restoration of familiar or normal conditions. One Ugaritic text seems to bridge the gap in settings and goals between the Hebrew and Greek treatments. In both contexts, venerable ancestors or gods are main protagonists in travesties that treat serious subjects comically. In an incantation commonly labelled “The Drunkenness of El” [Ugaritica 5:1] that etologically explains — and thus controls — inebriation, the god El is portrayed unflatteringly. El invites other gods to a banquet, where wine flows freely and where he indulges beyond all the others; so much so that he loses control of his bowels and bladder. Other gods are brought into the scene, but without us always comprehending how and why. There seems to be a competition among the gods on the proper preparation of the food: Yarih, the moon god, apparently without success; the goddesses Anah and Ahtart apparently too late. Noteworthy is the mention of two gods caring for the drunken El, as do Shem and Yaphet for the drunken Noah. (A recent treatment of the “Drunkenness of El”, is in CHADDOT 1975; with bibliography). I have not yet placed in secure categories two narratives: one relating the Egyptian cupbearer’s dream of Gen 40 and another telling the story of Naboth’s vineyard 1 Kgs 21.
1. The vine – in this case Israel – blossoms because a caretaker – that is God – meticulously cares for it;
2. Something goes wrong and the angered or sorrowing caretaker is forced to destroy the labor of his very own hands;
3. His distress assuaged either with the passage of time or through acts of contrition, however, the caretaker rebuilds his torn estate and promises everlasting care for years to come (Isa 27:2-5):

In that day,
They shall sing of it:
"Vineyard of Delight [kerem hemer]."
I the Lord keep watching over it,
I water it every moment;
That no harm may befall it,
I watch it day and night.
There is no anger in Me:
If one offers Me thorn and thistles,
I will march to battle against him
and set all of them on fire.
But if he holds fast to my refuge,
He makes Me his friend;
He makes Me his friend.\(^{26}\)

There are diverse avatars for this vision, most strikingly one in Ezekiel 17 where three caretakers – Babylon, Egypt and God – compete to make a vine (Israel) prosper. In other manifestations, vine-less or wine-less towns – whether in Israel, Moab or Edom, become metaphors for destruction and abandonment\(^{27}\). Wine drying up at the press conveys haunting images of futility and frustration (Jer 48:33; Micah 6:15)\(^{28}\). Wine jars smashed to smithereens makes for a mordant image of shattered placidity (re: Jerusalem and Moab)\(^{29}\).

---

26. The translation is from the NJPS. Connect this image with Isa 5:1-7 and with its reversal in 24:7-16.
27. Two passages that apply to Israel are Deut 28:39, «You will neither drink nor store wine», and Hag 2:16, «If one came to a wine vat to skim off fifty measures, the press would yield only twenty». Among other instances are Zephaniah’s depiction of Jerusalem placidly awaiting its destruction (1:12) and Joel’s harrowing vision of vines wasted by pitiless and unstoppable locusts (1:7,10-12). Isa 16:7-8 portrays a vine-less Moab.
28. Mic 6:14-15: «You eat, but remain hungry ... / You sow, but not reap; / You tread olives, but not rub oil, / thrash, but not drink wine». Reverse order of afflictions is given Deut 28:39-10.
29. When Jerusalem is informed that «Any jar (nebel) can be filled with wine» and answers, «Don’t we know that a jar can be filled with wine», Jeremiah is to say (13:12-14, NJPS): «Thus says the Lord: I am going to fill with drunkenness (sikkurôn) all the inhabitants of this land ... And I will smash them one against the other, parents and children alike — declares the Lord; no pity, compassion, or mercy will stop Me from destroying them». With regard Moab, the same prophet declares (48:10-12, NJPS): «Cursed be he who is slack in doing the Lord’s work! Cursed be he who withholds his sword from blood! Moab has been secure from his youth on
Banquets likewise invite Israel’s poets to imagine two opposite conditions:
On the one hand, God himself will throw the best parties for those who have faith in him (Isa 25:6-8). On the other hand, never-ending feasts, acquired by violence and duplicity, and hosted by greedy and insipid leaders yield paradigms for obtuseness, selfishness and irresponsibility. Isaiah returns to this vision very frequently; Zephaniah (1:12) uses it to lambast those who take God for granted. In a blood-curdling transposition of the setting, the God of Ezekiel invites wild animals to a feast where the flesh of dead sinners is the entrée, their blood is the wine (Ezek 39:17-21). But it is Amos who invests it with its most caustic manifestation (6:6-7):

They lie on ivory beds,
Lolling on their couches,
Feasting on lamb from the flock
And on calves from the stalls.
They hum snatches of song
To the tune of the lute—
They account themselves musicians like David.
They drink [straight] from the wine bowls
And anoint themselves with the choicest oils—
But they are not concerned about the ruin of Joseph.
Assuredly, right soon

/ He is settled on his lees (qāiqē ḫā’ el-samārīyāw) / And has not poured (ḥūrāq) from vessel to vessel— / He has never gone into exile. / Therefore his fine flavor has remained (ʿāndad ṭāʾā mābō) / And his bouquet is unspoiled (wērtbō ʾīʾ nāmār). / But days are coming – declares the LORD – when I will send men against him to tip him over; they shall empty his vessels and smash his jars. 30. / The Lord of Hosts will make on the mount / For all the peoples / A banquet of rich viands (mīlēk šemānîn). / A banquet of choice wines (mīlēk šemānîm) – / Of rich viands seasoned with marrow (šeʾmānîm meṣuqqāqîm). / And he will destroy on this mount the shroud / That is drawn over the faces of all the peoples / And the covering that is spread / Over all the nations; / He will destroy death forever. / My Lord God will wipe the tears away / From all faces / And will put an end to the reproach of His people / Over all the earth— / For it is the Lord who has spoken. (NJB)

31. Leaders acquire gain from imposing fines (Amos 2:8, yēn `āmmāšām) and violent deeds (Prov 4:17, yēn ḥamāsām).

32. Here are two examples drawn from Isa 5:11-12 and 28:1-3.4 (NJSB): «Ah, Those who chase liquor (ēkōr) / From early in the morning. / And till late in the evening / are inflamed by wine! / Who, at their banquets (mīšēhem), / Have lyre and lute, / Timbrel, flute, and wine; / But who never give a thought / to the plan of the Lord, / And take no note / Of what He is designing». «Ah, the proud crown of the drunkards of Ephraim (ēkkōrē `epqōqim), / Whose glorious beauty is but wilted flowers / On the heads of men bloated with rich food, / Who are overcome by wine (ḥallāmē yāʿāqק) ...». «Trampled underfoot shall be / The proud crowns of the drunkards of Ephraim, / The wilted flowers— / On the heads of men bloated with rich food— ... / They shall be like an early fig / Before the fruit harvest; / Whoever sees it devours it / While it is still in his hand for: on the bough». See also Isa 5:22-24, 16:7-12, 25:6-8 and 56:12.
They shall head the columns of exiles;  
They shall toil no more at festive meals.

In Hellenistic times and later among mystics, a simile becomes famous  
in which the presence of God is said to intoxicate the believer. We have it  
only once and in its barest form when an obsessed Jeremiah pleads (23:9):

Within me my heart shatters,  
My bones shudder;  
I am like a besotted man (hāyiṯ keʾėš šikkōr),  
Like one wine overcomes (ūkegeber ʿabārō ʾyōyin)—  
Because of the Lord  
and because of his holy word.

Much more common to Scripture, however, is a sinister theme in which  
a cup foaming with wine is offered to drinkers. Here, God is the host and  
various nations or individuals are the guests. As the occasion demands, the  
wine is wrath or salvation. The imagery, which as far as I know is authentic  
to Israel, is loved by number of its prophets and psalmists, and I give a list  
of most occurrences in Table 2, under “to drink... kōs, cup”. I mention here  
just two of the imagery’s interesting variations. Habakkuk (2:15-16) keeps the  
argument realistic: sinners, who force drunkenness on their victims to more  
easily despoil or humiliate them, are themselves compelled to sample God’s  
own cup of retribution. Jeremiah takes the notion a step further (51:7-9).  
The cup itself stands for Babylon and is a tool in God’s hand. The brew the  
cup dispenses proves so potent that, whether to dampen fear or bolster  
courage, everyone drinks from it and goes mad. But God drops the cup, and  
Babylon is shattered beyond any repair.

Once more, however, it is Isaiah (albeit, Second Isaiah) who leaves us  
with the most sustained, but also the boldest expansion of the imagery: the  
cup of God’s anger that Jerusalem had once to drink is moved now from her  
own lips to those of her tormentor’s, bringing peace and comfort to a tortured  
land (Isa 51:17,21-22):

Rouse, rouse yourself!  
Arise, O Jerusalem,  
You who from the LORD’s hand  
Have drunk the cup of his wrath,  
You who have drained to the dregs  
The bowl, the cup of reeling!

...  
Listen to this, unhappy one,  
Who are drunk, but not with wine!  
Thus said the LORD, your Lord,  
Your God who champions His people:  
Herewith I take from your hand  
the cup of reeling,
the bowl, the cup of My wrath;
You shall never drink it again.

Table 1. Selected Vocabulary for Viticulture and Wine Production

A. THE VINE AND ITS FRUIT

vineyard
kerem, common; but also an orchard with vines, Cant 6:11
mat'ta‘ k., area suited for a vineyard Micah 1:6; Ezek 31:4
śede'mā, Deut 32:32 (poetic šadmōt ‘amōrā)\(^{33}\)

planting
nā‘a‘, common

budding
pūrah, Gen 40:10

blossom
nišsā

begins
nišsā, with ‘ālā Gen 40:11

ends
perāh, with tānām Isa 18:5

Vine
gēpen (+ hayayin, Num 6:4; Judg 13:14). g. šāden, 2 Kgs 4:39, is a gourd-bearing vine.
g. ‘əderet, Ezek 17:8; In Ps 80:11, Israel is a tree-climbing vine; BOROWSKI, 1987, 108-109, thinks it refers to vine trained to climb a trellis.
g. sōrāhat, Ezek 17:6; probably referring to ground running grapevines.
g. šibmā, Jer 48:32; Isa 16:8-9. Named after a Moabite town;
g. sedom, Deut 32:32; named after Sodom, but obviously a poetic invention to evoke an image of wickedness\(^{34}\)
be‘ūšim, may or may not be a type of “wild grapes” Isa 5:2,4
sōlōreō, Isa 5:2 Israel figure (initially positive\(^{35}\)); Jer 2:21 Israel figure (negative\(^{36}\))

---

\(^{33}\) Last syllable allows linking with imagery of death that follows.

\(^{34}\) Probably qualifying a vine are: g. pōrḥēd Isa 32:12; Ps 128:3 (“flowering” vine) and g. bōqə; e.g. Hos 10:1 (a “ravaged” vine). BOROWSKI 1987, 104 (citing BDB 132) thinks that the latter term is referring to a vine of “green appearance or [with] large bunches”.

\(^{35}\) “My beloved had a vineyard (kerem) / On a fruitful hill. / He broke the ground, cleared it of stones, / And planted it with choice vines. / He built a watchtower inside it, / He even hewed a wine press (yeqeb) in it; / For he hoped it would yield grapes (anābūm). / Instead, it yielded wild grapes (be‘ūšim).” (NJPS)

\(^{36}\) “I planted you with noble vines (sōlēq), / All with choice seed (vera ‘emet); / Alas, I find you changed / Into a base, an alien vine (gēpen nōkhrēd).” (NJPS)
sōreqå, Gen 49:11
śārōq, Isa 16:8.
šedêmâ, Isa 16:8
šēmâr, "(maturing grapes) on vine"
semašar, Cant 2:13 (gêpûnim); 15 (kerûnim); 7:13
branches
(Expanded from BOROWSKI 1987, 103 n 2)
dâlit, Ezek 17:6-7; Ezek 19:11 (fig. of Israel)
zemôdâ, Numb 13:23; Ezek 15:2
yâneqet, Ps 80:12 (fig. of Israel)
netšâ, Isa 18:5 (see Jer 5:10); Jer 48:32
qâšîr, Ps 80:12 (fig. of Israel)
salsillâ, ["basket"] Jer 6:9 (fig. of Israel)
sârîq, Gen 40:10.
śârōq, Isa 16:8
pruning
zâmar37, kârat (e.g. Isa 16:5)
nâzîr, "untrimmed vine" Lev 25:5,11.
tools
mazmêrâ
bear fruit
nâsâ, Hag 2:19 (said of gepên, fig, pomegranate, olive)
is aromatic
nâtan rēaḥ, Cant 2:13
ripening
H of bâšal, Gen 40:11; gâmal (intrans.), Isa 16:5
harvesting
Early harvest time, yemê biqqârê ’anâbîm, Numb 13:20
Occasionally qâšîr, Isa 16:5 (read bâšîr?)
bâšîr (harvest time: bâšîr; harvesters: bôserîm)
’âsap (harvest time: ’ôsep; NB Jer 40:10, 12 metonymic: with yûyîn not ’ânâb!
gleanings
’ôlêlôt, (Isa 24:13; Micah 7:1)
wither
nâbal, (see Isa 34:4); yâbâš (common)
uproot
nânas Hû, Ezek 19:12 (fig. of Israel)

37. The ’er hazzamîr of Cant 2:12 refers at once to pruning and to singing (Janus parallelism); contra: BOROWSKI 1987, 56-37; 109 after LÉMAIRE [1975], who suggests "harvesting". N.B. yôhôv zîmr in Gezer calendar.
Grapes
Grape
'ēnāb (common)
sour
bōser, Isa 18:5f; Job 15:33, Jer 31:29-30, Ezek 18:2 ("dulls teeth")
cluster
'eškōl (Ug. 'uṭkl = ? Akkad isḫunnī/atu)
parts
ḥaršānim, "pulp" Numb 6:4
zāg, "skin?" Numb 6:4
raisins
lāḥīm, "fresh"; yḥyym, "dried"
cakes
ṣimmāūqīm, "raisin clump" 1 Sam 25:18, 30:12; 2 Sam 16:1; 1 Chr 12:41
'āšī qqā ḥāreṣet, Isa 16:7 (Moabite variety)

B. AT THE PRESS
Winepress
gāt, Joel 4:1338, Lam 1:1539, Isa 63:2
trample
dārak, see Isa 63:2-6 for image of God trampling
in
yeqeb ("rock-hewn press?"), Isa 5:2; Hag 2:16; Jer 48:33
pūrd, Isa 63:3 (wooden? press; in imagery); Hag 2:1640.

C. WINE PRODUCTION
fermentation
ḥāmar, Ps 75:941; Jer 48:11 ([imagery] best when undisturbed); Job 32:19
([simile42] produces much fumes).
in
kelīm, (Jer 48:11) "vessels"
mashed with
ḥaršānim, "pulp" (Numb 6:4)
zāg, "skin?"
simmering
*šmr (on the lees, see šemer)

38. «Come and tread, / For the winepress is full (māleʾā gāt), / The vats are overflowing
(yēṭīql hayeṣāḥālm) / For great is their wickedness». (NJPS)
39. «As in a press, the Lord has trodden / Fair Maiden Judah». (NJPS)
40. Borowski 1987, 111 distinguishes between the rock-hewn yeqeb, the mortar and stone
gāt, and the portable pūrd. The terms may, however, refer to a series of basins, some higher
than others.
41. Note pun in wēyāyn ḥāmar māleʾ mešek.
42. Imagery of fermentation: «My belly is like wine not yet opened / Like jugs of new wine
ready to burst». (NJPS)
skimming

*hāšap*, Hag 2:16

pouring

*yq* (Hp), Jer 48:11

storing

*‘āgar*, said of wine, Deut 28:39

filtering

*zāqaq* D, Isa 25:6 (re: settled wine, *šemārim mezuqqāqim*)

bottling in

*nebel*, “jar” 1 Sam 1:24; 10:3 (as sign in an omen); Jer 13:12-14 (simile)

*nō’d* (skin) 1 Sam 14:20; Josh 9:13

*‘ōb*, (jug) Job 32:19 (in simile)

mixing in

*‘aggān*, Cant 7:3 (rounded bowl, goblet)

D. WINE

metonymic usage

grapes/vine: Jer 40:10,12 (for ‘*anāḇīm*); Numb 6:3 (*mišrat ‘anāḇīm*); Judg 13:4 (*gephen hayayān*)

*tīrōs*: Isa 65:8, New wine is found in grape clusters

synonym

*dam ‘anāḇ* “juice?” Gen 49:11; Deut 32:14; Sir 39:26 (Ugar. *dīm ‘ym*)

*‘āšīs* “fermenting juice” Joel 1:5; Cant 8:2 applied to “my pomegranate (*rimmōn*)”

*tīrōs* “new wine” (Ug. *ṭr̂ t̄ mr̂ t̄*) // “dāgān” and/or *yī ṣhār*; Sir 31:25
good: in Jotham’s parable

bad: Hos 4:11

*ḥamar‘hamerā*’ Aramaic (Ezra 6:9, 7:22; Dan 5:1-4, 23)

*ḥemer* Isa 27:2; Deut 32:14 (Ug. ḫmṛ; Ar. *khamr*)

*sōbe’* Isa 1:22; Ho 14:18 (difficult)

*šēkār* N.B. rendered “beer” in some recent translations

*šiqqīy* “drink”; but obviously wine in Hos 2:7

paired with

most commonly with *yāyīn* in first position

43. “If one came to a wine vat (yeqeḥ) to skin of (labāq) fifty measures, the press would yield only twenty”. (NJPS)

44. In this passage “wine” parallels *‘āšīs*: “Wail, all you swillers of wine— (wehēllō kol-sōl yāyīn)” / For the new wine (*‘āšīs*) that is cut off from your mouth.

45. The *gefen* says “Have I stopped yielding my new wine, which gladdens God [gods?] and men (hammešammēlah ‘leḥām wa-a’nāṯīn), that I should go and wave above the trees?” Note the sequence: olive tree that produces rich oil (dēmt); fig tree that produces sweet and savory fruit (‘et-mōqeq we‘eṣ inabāt hadībāḥ); vine thornbush (‘ā’ār) proud of its “shade”.

46. Harlotry, wine, and new wine take the mind (lāqqāh-leḥ).
šékār  common; the issue is whether this applies to beer
šemen
1. conveying good harvest; in either position
2. stands for “meat”: Prov 21:17; Isa 25:6
ḥālāb
(conveying color) Gen 49:12
(unclear allusion) Cant 5:1 (drinking wine with milk)
(conveying purchasable products) Isa 55:1
qāyiq  (for summer fruit) e.g. Jer 40:10
tē'ēnā
fig. (common in t. wegepen) e.g. Cant 2:13
rarer, yayin ‘anābim Neh 13:15
būšār  e.g. Prov. 23:21
zēbāh  Hos 9:4
maturation
šemer  wine made from vine maturing grapes (Isa 25:6)
hōmēš “sour wine” h. yayin/šēkār, (Numb 6:3); (Ug. ym ḫmṣ)
attributes
hattōb  Cant 7:10
tarēlā  Ps 60:5, (yayin t. “Potent”)
   Isa 51:17,22 (kōs-hat. “reeling”, as example); Jer 25:15-
ḥelbōn  Ezek 27:18 (Damascus sells it to Tyre); no emend. to lbnnt
lebānōn  Hos 14:8 (Scent of Ephraim compared to y. lebānōn)
31:25
malḵūt  Est 1:7 (royal quality or largesse)
sōrēḏ[a]  Isa 5:2; Jer 2:21; [Gen 49:11]
spiced
[see also 3 Mac 5:2; Mark 15:23]
mimsāk  Prov 23:30 (lahqōr mimsāk); Isa 65:11
mesēk  Ps 75:9 weyayin hāmār mālē’ mesēk [pun on words]
mezeg  Cant 7:3 (dialect. for mesēk?)
ḥāreqah  Cant 8:2 (“spiced or perfumed” | “āsis rimmōnt”)
character
strength: ḥēmā, “lit. heat” Hos 7:5 (obscure)
flavor: ṭā’am, Jer 48:11 (ṭūmad ṭā’maḥ ḥōd)
bouquet: rēah, Jer 48:11 (wērēḥō lō’t nāmār)
mixing/cutting
māṣak, Isa 5:22; Prov 9:2,5 (figurative); māḥal b., Isa 1:22

47. For wine terminology of the talmudic period, much of which is derived from Greek, see
PAUL. 1975; EV 16.538. Among those listed there are yayin miggō ‘newest wine”, and yayin
yāḏōn, “mature wine”. (See ym yš in KAJ 185 [DISO, 109]).
48. “Your navel is like a round goblet— let mixed wine not be lacking! (‘al-yēḥsār
hammâzeq) . . .”
with water: Isa 1:22\textsuperscript{49}; 2 Macc 15:39
(metaphoric)
with tears (Ps 102:10; cf UT 62:10, CAD K, 580b)
with poison (Isa 19:14)

Table 2. Selected Vocabulary for Drinking and Intoxication

| banqueters | “secular”: mirzah, Amos 6:7 («thwarted is the idlers’ coterie») |
| banqueting | hall |
| temple | liškā, Jer 35:2f (Rechabites to drink wine there);
bēt ‘elōhîm, Amos 2:8 (re: revelers in temple) |
| at funerals | marzēaḥ, Jer 16:5 (drink kōs tanhūmə̂m; wine); Ug. mrrh here or below? bēt-miṣṭēh, Jer 16:9 (wine) |
| “secular” | miṣṭēḥ, (occasion and place) 1 Sam 25:36 (etc.); Isa 5:12 [parable]; Jer 51:39 (figurative); Isa 25:6-8 (eschat.) |
| | miṣṭē hayyayin, Est 5:6, 7:2, 7 (occasion) |
| | bēt miṣṭē hayyayin, Est 7:8 (place; by the gardens) |
| + music | |
| | Isa 5:12 (wehâyā kinnôr wanebel tōp wehâllîl wâyayin miṣṭēhem); Amos 6:2 (pôrēṯîm ‘al-pî hannâbel) |
| to drink | gânā’ (said only of water) |
| | lāqâḥ. As in l. yayîn Isa 56:12 |
| šaqqā (G and H) forced upon someone; Ps 60:5 («wine of reeling»); Amos 2:12 (on nazirites; induce trance? see Micah 2:11 [pun!] and cf. ARM X:4); Jer 25:15 (God makes nations drink) |
| šâqā Common; | (measured by) |
| | hîn in libation, yayîn alone or mixed with grains\textsuperscript{50} |
| *Numb 28:7, šēkār, exceptionally\textsuperscript{51} |
| bat 2 Kgs 2:9 (etc.) |
| (served in) | gâbîlā‘ Jer 35:5 (“wine-filled bowls and cups”)
| mîzrâq Amos 6:6, exceptional, in sarcastic setting\textsuperscript{52} |

\textsuperscript{49} Re: Jerusalem, condemning topsy turvy ethics: «Your wine is cut with water (sob’ek mîhāl hannâmîm)».

\textsuperscript{50} The amounts differ, see BDB 229(c).

\textsuperscript{51} For this reason some think beer is at stake. In fact, because everywhere else “wine” is mentioned, šēkār here is obviously taken as synonym for wine. See discussion above.
(drunk from)
kōs “cup”, for wine, Gen 40:11f, Prov 23:31 Jer 35:5
(metaphor)
k. tannēḥāmīn, Jer 16:7 (mourner’s cup)54
(judgement)
Jer 49:12; Lam 4:12; Ps 75:9 (neg.)
k. ḥamātō, Isa 51:17,22
k. yāyin ḥaḥāmā, Jer 25:1 (see 17, 28)
k. ḥattarēlā, Isa 51:17, 22
k. šammā ṣaḥmāmā, Ezek 23:33
k. yēmīn YHWH, Hab 2:16
k. zāhāb beyad Y., Jer 51:7 (N.B. Babylon as cup of judgement)55
(lot/fate)
menāš-k., Ps 11:6 (said of wicked)
YHWH menāš ḫelqī ḫeḳāsī, Ps 16:5 («The Lord is my allotted share and
“cup”»)
(rescue)
k. yeṣāʾōr, Ps 116:1356
k. rēwāyā, Ps 23:5 («my cup overflows»)
to toast mālā (D), mimsāk le-
“Luck” menī, Isa 66:11 («... who throw a party for Luck and toast Destiny»)
one toast: ‘ākōl we šāṭō kī māḥār nāmūt «Feast and drink, for tomorrow we
die!», Isa 22:13 (quoted in 1 Cor 15:32; paraph. in Wisd 2:6-9).

Amos

m); Amos
to become drunk
sābā’ “guzzle”
šākar (c. yāyin) Isa 29:957
HtD “to become intoxicated”, 1 Sam 1:14 (of Hannah)
nā’ Isa 24:20 (the earth reeels like a drunkard [ṣikkər])

52. geḥi’ām mellē’m yāyin wekōsōt. The vessel must be rounded (etymology), and large.
Joseph’s “cup” (Gen 44) is better rendered “vessel, bowl”.
53. Normally these “bowls” are used in temple rituals; hence Amos is being sarcastic. For
quote, see banquet.
54. Extended metaphors in Jer 16:5-9. 5-7: Death with no mourning («They shall not break
bread for a mourner / To comfort him for a bereavement, / Nor offer one a cup of consolation
/ For the loss of his father or mother ...»). 8-9: Feasting and marriage festivities will be banished.
55. Jer 51:7-9: «Babylon was a golden cup in the Lord’s hand, / It made the whole earth
drink; / The nations drank of her wine – / That is why the nations are mad. / Suddenly Babylon
has fallen and is shattered; / Howl over her! / Get balm for her wounds: / Perhaps she can be
healed. / We tried to cure Babylon / But she was incurable. / Let us leave her and go, / Each
to his own land / For her punishment reaches to heaven, / It is as high as the sky». (NIPS)
56. Ps 116:12-13: «How can I repay the Lord / for all His bounties to me? / I raise the cup
of deliverance / and invoke the name of the Lord» (NIPS). Note that the Jerusalem Bible
wrongly gives, «I will offer libations to my savior».
effect of wine
dālaq (H) "inflames", Isa 5:11
lāqah-lēb "takes the mind", Hos 4:11
‘ābar "overwhelms", Jer 23:9 ("wine or a person")
bāgad "is treacherous", Hab 2:5
māṣak "teems", Qoh 2:3 (c. the flesh)
lāš "mocks", (lēš hayyayin) Prov 20:1
hāmāh "makes boisterous", (hāmeh šēkār) Prov 20:1
šāgā (hāy.:) "become muddled (by w.")", Prov 20:1; Isa 28:7 (2a
bālā' (N) (min-hayy.) "dazed by liquor", Isa 28:1

drunkard
‘alīz. Isa 24:8 (lit. "exultant")
drunken acts (N.B. parallels vocab of fear)
hīgō’taša "they stagger", Jer 25:16
hīthōlālū "they act crazy", [HtR of hāal] Jer 25:16
nīšā (beqī') "gets lost in his vomit", Isa 19:14
"wall" (hēlēlī) Joel 1:5
hāmāh "become boisterous", Zech 9:15 (šātā hāmāh kemō yāyin)
šēkā "become drunk", Jer 25:27
gēyū "vomit", Jer 25:27; see Isa 28:8
šō‘ā (noun) "excrement", Isa 28:8 (N.B. Ugar V:1)
nāpal "fall (never to rise)", Jer 25:27
hāqār "recl", Ps 107:27
pāq "stumble in judgment", (pāqē pēlīyā) Isa 28:7
[lō’ yēlīkām] "has no sense", Prov 20:1

drunken scenes
during *Isa 28:7-8, see Prov 20:1; Isa 19:14 (rc: Egypt) 60
after *Joel 1:5
sober up 1 Sam 1:14; H of sūr; N.B. bēṣ'ēt hayyayim min-PN, 1 Sam 25:37
said of God! Ps 78:65-66; Htpoel of rwn 62

disposition

57. "They are drunk, but not from wine (lēkēnor welō-yayin) / They stagger, but not from liquor (nāātē welō-šēkār)").
58. "[Wine] is indeed a treacherous thing (wēṣ ap kl-hayyayin bōgēd) / Haughty and unable to rest is he / who is as greedy as Sheol, / who is like death, insatiable, / who assembles all / the nations for his own ends, / collects all the peoples to his own advantage" (Jerusalem Bible).

59. "But these are also muddled by wine (hayyayin šagē) / And dazed by liquor (bašēkār tā’ta): / Priest and prophet / Are muddled by liquor (šagē bašēkār); / They are confused by wine (tībēta min-hayyayin), / They are dazed by liquor (atē min-hašēkār); / They are muddled in their visions (šagē harō’v), / They stumble in judgment (pāqē pēlīyā); / Yea, all tables are covered / With vomit (qīl) and filth (so’ā), / So that no space is left" (NIPS). See n. 19.
60. "The Lord has mixed within [Egypt] (YHWH māṣak beqīrāh) / A spirit of distortion
The Blood of Grapes

 tôb

c. lēb with good results: Ruth 3:7 (Boaz); Qoh 9:7
with bad results: 2 Sam 13:28 (Amnon murdered); Est 1:10
(Vashti provoked); 1 Sam 25:36 (stroke of Nabal);

sâmah

c. lēb Zech 10:7 (became elated)
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Sam 25:37

or, but not from

ghty and unable
to assembles all
in the Bible.

liquor (basēkār)
are confused by
are muddled
are all tables are
See n. 19.
rit of distortion

(rūlah 'w-br), / Which shall lead Egypt astray in all her undertakings / As a vomiting drunkard goes astray (kehūtā ēt šēkār baqṣīlō)», [or] «As a drunkard gets lost in his vomiting» (NJPS).
61. «Wake up, you drunkards, and weep, / Wail, all you swillers of wine — (wehēlīlā kol-tōtē yayin) / For the new wine (lēb) that is cut off from your mouth».
62. «The Lord awoke as from sleep (wuyiqāṣ keyāḥēn 'adōnyā) / like a warrior shaking off wine (keqīḇōr mitrōnēn miyāyōn) / He beat back His foes, / dealing them lasting disgrace» (NJPS). This imagery, evoking the god of battle awakening from slumber, is reminiscent of poems about the Hittite Telepinush and the Babylonian Erra. Notice the writing of God's name.
63. «Go, eat your bread in gladness, and drink your wine in joy (āšēh beleb-tōb yēneḵā); for your action was long ago approved by God».